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Welcome to The Puppets Are Alright, the 
last production that we create as Co-Artistic 
Directors of The Finger Players. 

At the start of this year, when Marilyn (The 
Maker’s Lab 2022/2023 Maker) was pitching 
some ideas to us, we asked her “Where is Marilyn 
in all of these?” What happened after was that 
we accepted Marilyn’s invitation to a Hardcore 
concert (our first), witnessed the great art of 
moshing and stagedives, and filed that part of 
Marilyn in our core memory banks. 

So where are “Ellison and Myra” in all of ~these~?

It’s in every word you see in the interwebs put 
out by the company, in the processes pertaining 
to production and in the people that we have 
engaged with. In these three years co-leading a 
company, we have tried to give our all, but have 
also learnt that it is essential to protect and 
nourish ourselves. While these three years have 
been an absolute privilege, it has not been without 
its challenges, and while The Finger Players has 
been home to us and our art, it is also time for us 
to come home to ourselves. 

While dreaming up a title for this swan song 
production, we realise that we are witnessing the 
passing of puppet masters, or puppet makers and 
puppeteers needing to choose another industry 
to sustain their living, and we thought – what 
can we do to ensure that the art of Puppetry 
continues to grow? We tried to answer this very 
important question through these three cycles of 
The Maker’s Lab and in this final production.

The road ahead is long and treacherous, but we 
will be alright.

Ellison Tan & Myra Loke 

Message from 
Co-Artistic  
Directors
2020 – 2023
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It grows. It pops. It connects. It responds. It 
breaks. Fragility and sensitivity underscore our 
exploration this year in “Puppetry and Tactility”. 
From experimenting with bubble solution mixtures 
to increase a bubble’s lifespan to discovering the 
possibilities of human touch in generating sounds 
in Playtronica to assembling an intricate bubble 
mechanism within the puppets, Marilyn grapples 
with the fragility of material and the human touch. 
This delicate fragility requires great sensitivity 
in the tactile interactions that we have with her 
puppets, the bench and the bubbles. Perhaps 
then, I think, sensitivity is needed even more so 
between collaborators, family, other humans and 
our fragile selves.

Being witness to the 9-month journey of 
exploration, with all its ups and downs, I am deeply 
grateful to Marilyn for persevering even when 
we cannot see the light at the end of the tunnel. I 
am also proud that she has continued to stretch 
herself way beyond her comfort zone. This work 
shows her growth in confidence, craft and skill as 
a maker and designer.

As the third iteration of The Maker’s Lab nears the 
end, I extend my heartfelt gratitude to The Finger 
Players and the many collaborators for holding 
space for puppet designers and makers to grow 
and explore. In a theatre industry where we do not 
have formal education on puppet designing and 
making, such a space is extremely precious.

The production this year also presents further 
work by Xin Feng and An Ni from their previous 
explorations. Our ideas continue to be part of 
a larger journey. I hope that you can push them 
further.

Daniel Sim

Message fRom 
The Maker's Lab 
Programme 
Manager 
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Synopsis The Puppets Are Alright is a celebration of all 
things puppetry. It marks the final production of 
Ellison Tan and Myra Loke’s 2020–2023 stint as 
The Finger Players’ Co-Artistic Directors.

Featuring a triple bill of puppetry-led works:

 THE BENCH 

 PARTING 

 MY FATHER THE AI MACHINE

The show is a culmination of The Maker’s Lab from 2020 to 
2023, an initiative by TFP to nurture and grow builders and 
designers of puppets and objects.

2 hours with 15 minutes intermission 
Performed in English and Mandarin  
(with English surtitles)
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On a bench, Paul and his father tell each other stories, disregard 
their unhappiness with reckless abandon, and allow their souls 
to be healed by each other. But as time goes by, there is an 
acknowledgment – that nobody can save your soul if you won’t 
save your own, and if only Paul knew, that his father would stop at 
nothing to save his.

THE BENCH features the latest puppet exploration of Marilyn Ang, selected 
maker of The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2022/2023.

The Bench
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8THE BENCH
BIOGRAPHIES

Ellison Tan Yuyang
Playwright

ELLISON TAN YUYANG is a Singaporean-Chinese performer, 
playwright and educator. She is the Co-Artistic Director and Core 
Team Member of The Finger Players. She is also a Co-Founder 
of The Wanderlings - the first Singaporean collective to create 
baby theatre. Ellison’s background is in puppetry, playwriting, 
the Suzuki Method of Actor Training and Viewpoints. She was 
conferred the National Arts Council Arts Scholarship in 2020 to 
pursue a Masters in Theatre for Young Audience.

Myra Loke
Director

MYRA LOKE is a puppeteer, actor, educator, designer and 
theatre-maker. She started her journey in Singapore’s theatre 
industry 13 years ago when she co-created and participated 
in ARTivate (Pioneer Batch), a youth wing of Drama Box Ltd. 
Now, Myra is the Co-Artistic Director and a member of the core 
team of The Finger Players. She has since directed and led 
productions such as Little Mournings (as part of The Maker’s 
Project 2020) and Peepbird. Myra continues to contribute as a 
performer and puppet designer and maker. She has performed, 
designed and made puppets for productions such as OIWA – 
The Ghost of Yotsuya (Singapore International Festival of Arts 
2021), Framed, By Adolf, The Spirits Play, ITSY–The Musical, 
The Flying Dutchman, Turn by Turn We Turn and several others. 
In 2017, Myra co-created You Can Reach The Sky, Singapore’s 
first immersive theatrical experience for babies. In 2018, Myra 
co-founded an arts collective, The Wanderlings, where she 
continues her work in engaging young people and people with 
special needs.
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Marilyn Ang
Puppet Designer & Maker

MARILYN ANG began her exploration into theatre in 2014. She 
has since worked within the roles of stage management, props 
and puppet making, and more recently, in the technical aspects 
of theatre. Some companies she has worked with include The 
Finger Players, Drama Box and the Theatre Practice.

THE BENCH
BIOGRAPHIES

Ian Tan
Performer / Puppeteer

.

?
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T. Sasitharan (Sasi)
Performer 

T. SASITHARAN (SASI) is Co-Founder and Director of the 
Intercultural Theatre Institute, in Singapore. ITI is a practice-
based, full-time contemporary actor training conservatory, and 
one of the most reputable and innovative theatre schools in the 
world. Together with the late Kuo Pao Kun, Sasi conceived and 
established ITI in 2000. He was Artistic Director of Substation 
(1995-2000), Singapore’s only independent arts centre, and was 
the Theatre and Visual Arts critic of The Straits Times (1988 
- 1995). Between 1983 and 1988, he taught Philosophy at the 
National University of Singapore. As writer and commentator, 
he has authored several articles ranging from commentaries 
on Singapore culture and the arts to reviews of performances, 
exhibitions, talks and catalogue entries published both in 
Singapore and abroad. He is frequently invited to speak at 
conferences on arts, education and creativity. Over the last 45 
years he has been a theatre practitioner, working as an actor, 
performer, director, producer and teacher. In 2021, Sasi was the 
recipient of the Cultural Medallion, Singapore’s highest award for 
artists, and in March 2022 he was made Third Harvard Fellow of 
the Harvard Club of Singapore.

THE BENCH
BIOGRAPHIES





A relationship has run its course and a man sits at his desk to 
finalize a separation. Inspired by Director and Playwright Oliver 
Chong’s first production (I’m Just a Piano Teacher) at The Finger 
Players, PARTING is a high octane piece that features cleavers, 
limbs, granny panties and sheer fury. 

PARTING is a collaboration between Oliver Chong and Loo An Ni, and is an 
extension of Loo An Ni’s journey in The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2021/2022. 

PARTING
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13PARTING
BIOGRAPHIES

OLIVER CHONG
Playwright & Director

OLIVER CHONG is a multi-award-winning and published 
playwright, director, actor and designer. Some of his 
memorable works include Every Brilliant Thing, A Fiend’s 
Diary, Roots, I’m Just A Piano Teacher, Cat, Lost & Found, 
The Book of Living and Dying, Citizen Pig and Citizen Dog. 
His numerous nominations at The Straits Times Life! Theatre 
Awards include Production of the Year and Best Director for 
I’m Just a Piano Teacher, Production of the Year for Off Centre, 
Best Director and Best Script for Citizen Pig, Best Actor for 
Roots, Invisibility/Breathing and Art, Best Supporting Actor for 
ITSY – The Musical, Flare, Best Ensemble for Senang, ShitHole, 
First Family, Rashomon, and A Cage Goes in Search of a Bird 
respectively, and Best Set Design for Twisted, Citizen Dog 
and A Fiend’s Diary. Oliver was the Resident Director of THE 
FINGER PLAYERS (2004–2018), currently the core member of 
the company and also the founding member of A GROUP OF 
PEOPLE (2008–2012). He is the founder and Artistic Director 
of ODDCROP Productions (2019–present). His published works 
include Roots, The Book of Living and Dying, I’m Just A Piano 
Teacher and Cat, Lost & Found.

Loo An Ni
Puppet Designer & Maker

LOO AN NI is fascinated with the tactility of objects and spaces. 
This brought her into theatre where possibilities are endless. 
Having taken on various roles behind the scenes from design and 
construction of costumes and puppets to wardrobe management, 
her current interest is exploring how these two fields can meld 
with or complement each other. Recent works include Peepbird 
(Puppets; The Finger Players), nominated for Best Costume 
(Max Tan) with Puppet Design and Build in The Straits Times 
Life Theatre Awards 2022, First Fleet (Costume; Nine Years 
Theatre and Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre), awarded Best 
Production and Best costume in 2020, and Windward Side of the 
Mountain (Costume; SAtheCollective, Nine Years Theatre and 
T.H.E Dance Company).
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Alvin Chiam
Performer

ALVIN CHIAM has been actively involved in the scenes of 
Singapore theatre for more than 20 years. A recipient of 
both NAC Grant and NAC Arts Scholarship, Alvin took up 
many different roles in the theatre scene after training with 
master Philippe Gaulier in Paris. Alvin’s theatre productions, 
performance and trainings had travel to many different places, 
which includes cities in Europe, United Kingdom, China, 
Macau, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Angelina Chandra 
(Angel)
Performer / Puppeteer

At six years old, ANGELINA CHANDRA (Angel) found herself 
turning her Art Teacher’s box of Wayang Kulit inside out and 
discovered her love for puppetry and Music Theatre. Her passion 
then brought her to Indonesian Arts Festival (Victoria Theatre, 
2015), where she collaborated with Institut Seni Indonesia 
Yogyakarta and Surakarta to co-write and stage Chest of 
Shadows – A Musical alongside Gloria Tan and Gianti Giadi. The 
team was praised for innovative collaboration of Wayang Kulit, 
Wayang Wong and Musical Theatre. Since then, she pursued her 
degree in Musical Theatre at Lasalle College of the Arts while 
continuing her study in puppetry under Paper Monkey and The 
Fingers Players. Upon graduation, Angel hoped to write and 
create more theatre pieces that bridge the world of Traditional 
Wayang puppetry and Musical Theatre.

PARTING
BIOGRAPHIES
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Jo Kwek
Performer / Puppeteer

JO KWEK graduated with a Diploma in Performing Arts 
(Drama) from LaSalle (SIA) College of the Arts. Since then 
she has been actively participating in numerous theatre 
productions and television dramas. Her stage credits include 
Kingdoms Apart, Journey West: White Bone Fiend, The Rattle 
King, The Puppeteer Prepares, Murder at Mandai Camp, 
Peepbird, Body X – The Culprit, Moving in Rhythmic Poetry, 
Citizen Dog, ITSY – The Musical, The Flying Dutchman, 
Inheritance, The Spirits Play, Romance of Mistakes, Legend 
of Nezha, Mama Looking For Her Cat, Turn by Turn, Cats Lost 
and Found (nominated for Best Ensemble Acting award at the 
10th Life! Theatre Awards), Whispers, Pinocchio’s Complex, 
The Moonstory (nominated for Best Actress for 9th Life! 
Theatre Awards 2009), Drift (nominated for Best Ensemble 
Acting award at the 9th Life! Theatre Awards & Best Actress 
for Shanghai Magnolia Stage Awards), 0501 (nominated for 
Best Ensemble Acting award at the 8th Life! Theatre Awards 
& President’s Design Award 2007 collective winner), I’m Just 
A Piano Teacher (won Best Ensemble Acting award at the 
7th Life! Theatre Awards), Furthest North Deepest South, 
and many more. Her TV/TVC/Film credits include Am I Here, 
Andrew, From Victoria Street To Ang Mo Kio, The Veiled 
Willow, Filial Party, Ilo Ilo, YOG-A Girl’s Hope, Letters To 
Heaven - Love never ends, The Funeral, Beautiful Connection 
and Katong Ms Oh. 

Rachel Nip
Performer / Puppeteer

RACHEL NIP is a choreographer, performer and teaching artist 
based in Singapore, with an interest in creating site-specific 
dances and devised theatre. As part of “Hello, How Do You 
Move?”, a movement collective Rachel started in 2019 with 
Ammar ‘Ameezy’, a Deaf choreographer and filmmaker, they 
create projects inspired by Deaf culture and perspectives. 
Recently, they participated in the year-long residency Plurotopia 
and worked with local artists and technologists from The 
Doodle People as well as artists from South Korea in creating 
KINetic, a live dance performance in Virtual Reality (VR) using 
motion capture technology and intricately designed avatars and 
performance spaces in VR Chat. She was also a choreographer 
and movement coach to youth actors in SRT’s The Young 
Company in their recent graduation production A Monster Calls. 
Other favourite projects include Where Are You? (W!ld Rice 
Theatre), Hello, How Do You Move? (The Theatre Practice), Scam 
On You (The Finger Players), Tell-Tale Signs (ART:DIS) and Dead 
Man’s Cellphone (CCSF, San Francisco).





She clings on to her dead husband’s memories, lovingly preserved 
in an electronic shell of him in her house. He lives on in a fictional 
world that she tenderly and tirelessly recreates, while their son is 
caught in between, unable to move on. In a near future when one 
can preserve the dead as an AI machine, would you do it, and at 
what price? 

MY FATHER THE AI MACHINE brings back the puppet created by Sim Xin Feng, 
selected maker of The Maker’s Lab Cycle 2020/2021 .

MY FATHER  
THE AI 
MACHINE
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Chong Tze Chien
Playwright & 
Mentor to Director

A graduate from the NUS theatre studies programme, 
CHONG TZE CHIEN is the Artistic Director of NUS Stage, a 
core member of The Finger Players and an award-winning 
playwright/director. Some of the awards he has won include 
the Singapore Dramatist Award and The Straits Times Life! 
Theatre Awards. His plays have been staged in Singapore, UK, 
Budapest, Taiwan and Japan. He has two collections of plays 
containing critically acclaimed plays such as Charged (The 
Business Times’ top ten Singapore play of all time) and PIE. For 
his contributions to Singapore Theatre, he was awarded the 
Young Artist Award 2006 by Singapore’s National Arts Council.

MY FATHER THE AI MACHINE
BIOGRAPHIES

Liew Jia Yi
Director

LIEW JIA YI is a bilingual arts practitioner and drama educator 
based in Singapore. She has been involved in theatre since her 
secondary school days and was trained in ARTivate, the youth 
wing of Drama Box, a local theatre company that creates works 
that raise social awareness and inculcate civic responsibility. 
She graduated from the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social 
Sciences, Nanyang Technological University, with a major in 
Psychology, which provided her an additional perspective into 
the human experience to support her role as an artist. Jia Yi has 
performed in plays that involved object puppetry, rod puppetry, 
life-sized puppets, and mask work. In recent years, she has also 
ventured into other roles such as that of a producer, director, 
and facilitator.
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SIM XIN FENG
Puppet Designer & Maker

SIM XIN FENG is an Experience Designer who graduated from 
Nanyang Technological University, majoring in Interactive 
Media. Her works strive to disrupt familiar experiences 
through the interaction with technology-infused objects. In 
2020, she was selected as the maker for The Finger Player’s 
inaugural run of The Maker’s Lab. Her interest in programming 
and puppetry led her to research, build and conceive an 
animatronic puppet challenging traditional notions of puppet 
manipulation. As a fabricator, she has worked with Cake 
Theatrical Productions, and on the set of Superhero Me’s 
Who’s Coming to Dinner (2017). She was part of the second 
cohort of Creative Edge, a Theatre Training Ensemble 
programme (2015-2016) by I Theatre. 

She sold her soul to the corporate sector in March 2022.

MY FATHER THE AI MACHINE
BIOGRAPHIES

Doreen Toh
Performer

A professional theatre actor since 1992, DOREEN TOH has 
chalked up over 100 performances to date and is recognised 
by her peers and community as a seasoned theatre veteran. 
Other than performing with many leading theatre companies 
in Singapore, she has also performed internationally in 
Bangladesh, Vienna, Hong Kong and Macau. Aside from acting 
in theatre productions, Doreen has also delved into the film 
scene in recent years, acting in many of Singapore’s local film 
projects. In 2004 and 2022, she won the Best Ensemble Acting 
award at Singapore’s annual Straits Times Life! Theatre Awards. 
In 2010, she scored a nomination for Best Drama Performance 
By An Actress in a Supporting Role at the Asian Television 
Awards for her role in August Pictures Letters to Heaven. Her 
first feature film Their Remaining Journey also world premiere in 
the 2018 Rotterdam International Film Festival.
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Neo Hai Bin
Performer

NEO HAI BIN is a performance maker and a writer who began 
his theatre debut with Drama Box in 2009 and studied actor’s 
training practices with SCOT (Summer intensive 2014, Japan) 
and SITI Company (Summer Workshop 2019, NYC). His literary 
practice includes scripts, prose and novels. He is part of the 
theatre reviewers team “thea.preter”. In 2017, he co-founded 
“Wei Collective” with lighting designer Liu Yong Huay. He is 
very happy to know that the puppets are alright, and even 
more delighted to share the stage with these beings of 
beautiful memories and meaningful connections.

MY FATHER THE AI MACHINE
BIOGRAPHIES



Creative Team
BIOGRAPHIES
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DANIEL SIM
The Maker's Lab  
Programme Manager

DANIEL SIM is interested in objects in performance and the 
potential of their material and theatrical presence. He has 
designed, coordinated and/or made puppets, props and gadgets 
for shows such as End of the Rainbow (2022), Jun and The 
Octopus (2022), Oiwa – The Ghost of Yotsuya (2021), The Son 
(2020), Urinetown The Musical (2019), The Great Wall: One 
Woman’s Journey (2017), and ITSY – The Musical (2017). He also 
builds and has helped to create spaces for shows like Love is 
the Last Thing On My Mind (2020), Flowers (2019), Both Sides, 
Now: Closer (2018), and MISSING (2018). Daniel is a member 
of The Finger Players Core Team. He helms The Maker’s Lab, a 
programme that focuses on research and development of puppet 
design and making. Daniel is a co-founder of Prop-erly, where 
he fabricates puppets, props and other performance objects. 
He is also a co-founder of local Facebook group, We.Make.
Performance.Objects.

LIM CHIN HUAT
Costume Designer

A visual artist who ventures into theatre and later dance, LIM 
CHIN HUAT is a cross-disciplinary artist, a recipient of Young 
Artist Award 2000 and NAFA Distinguished Alumni Medal 2019. 
Chin Huat is a familiar name in Singapore’s dance scene; the 
former co-founder and artistic director of ECNAD (1996 – 2013) 
has an oeuvre of over 100 creative works since 1993. Chin Huat 
has worked in capacities of a choreographer, director, visual 
artist, dancer, actor, production designer, to educator and 
mentor. His creative works range from theatre, dance, music 
productions to festival commissioned, which been staged 
locally and overseas. He is currently a senior faculty member 
with Intercultural Theatre Institute focusing on movement for 
actor training.
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Faith Liu Yong Huay
Lighting Designer

 
FAITH LIU YONG HUAY trained at The Hong Kong Academy 
for Performing Arts in Lighting Design (2016), under the 
National Arts Council Arts Scholarship (Postgraduate). In 
September 2017, she co-founded 微 Wei Collective with 
theatre practitioner Neo Hai Bin. They were commissioned at 
the M1 Singapore Fringe Festival 2022 presenting Be ing: 息
在, where she designed the set and lights. She is interested in 
how breath is given to spaces, objects and bodies with light. 
She is honoured to have worked on numerous theatre and 
dance productions in Singapore. 

Portfolio: liuyonghuay.tumblr.com 

Creative Team
BIOGRAPHIES

Azy Alias
set Designer

AZY ALIAS has worked with various local theatre companies 
as a Stage/Production Manager. Her credits include Production 
Manager for Fatih: The Prince and the Drum by Nadi Singapura 
and Mergers and Accusations (2019) by Esplanade - Theatres 
on the Bay, Off Centre (2019) by TNS and Underclass  by TNS 
and Dramabox.  Azy also designs for the stage. Her recent 
design credits include: Rumah Hantu and Kerana Nila (2022) by 
akulahbimbosakti, and was also the Set Design assistant/Props 
Manager for The Fourth Trimester by Checkpoint Theatre.
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Serene Tan (STAN)
Sound Designer

SERENE TAN, better known as STAN, is a sound designer, 
composer and theatre-maker. Her music has been used in 
local productions by W!ld R!ce, Singapore Repertory Theatre 
and Cake Theatrical Productions. Internationally, she has 
collaborated with Patch Theatre, The PaperBoats, Sensorium 
Theatre (Australia), Theatre Gumbo (Japan) and choreographer 
Dalija Acin Thelander (Serbia). Stan is also the Artistic 
Director of Kulcha, a music outfit that brings together ethnic 
instruments like the Pipa, Bansuri, Gambus and Gamelan 
against a contemporary sonic scape and has performed her 
music works in Indonesia, Poland and Shanghai.

Creative Team
BIOGRAPHIES
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CO-ARTISTIC DIRECTORS

THE MAKER'S LAB 
PROGRAMME MANAGER

COSTUME DESIGNER

LIGHTING DESIGNER

SET DESIGNER

SOUND DESIGNER

Ellison Tan
Myra Loke

Daniel Sim

Lim Chin Huat

Faith Liu Yong Huay

Azy Alias
 
Serene Tan (Stan)

PRODUCTION 
MANAGER
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STAGE MANAGER
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Lam Dan Fong  
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ABOUT
THE FINGER PLAYERS
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The Finger Players is one of Singapore’s 
leading theatre companies, best known 
for inventively fusing puppetry elements 
into its visually-arresting productions, 
and its strong advocacy of puppetry. 
Founded in 1999, The Finger Players 
strives to be a centre of research and 
development for the creation and 
performance of puppetry in Singapore. 
In 2019, The Finger Players became 
the first arts collective in Singapore to 
operate on a rotating artistic director 
model, with each Artistic Director 
helming the fort for a stipulated tenure.

About  
the Finger Players

The company currently operates four branches:

(1) MAIN SEASON

Through constant invention and innovation, and the fusion of 
traditional and contemporary puppetry forms, our main season 
aspires to be the maverick in employing puppetry through our 
edgy and original theatre offerings.

(2) INTERNATIONAL SEASON

Promoting Singapore’s brand of Puppetry internationally, 
the company is one of Singapore’s most prolific international 
touring companies, and has actively been touring its 
productions since 2000.

(3) OUTREACH SEASON

Puppetry gives voice to the silenced, and is a medium to 
connect and engage. The company reaches out to an average 
of 25,000 students and members of the public annually, 
through puppetry performances and workshops with schools, 
communities and institutions.

(4) CAPABILITY BUILDING

Through creating meaningful programmes that respond to the 
needs of the industry, we commit to make our processes and 
our art better, by empowering everyone we work with. 

Not pictured: Ong Kian Sin, Sindhura Kalidas and Tan Xiang Yi

visit our
website
------------------------------------------
FOR PAST WORKS AND 
PRESS REVIEWS

The Finger Players is a non-profit organisation with Institution of Public Character (IPC) status, a recipient of the National Arts Council’s 
Major Grant for the period from 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2023, and a member of the Singapore Chinese Language Theatre Alliance.
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Support us

The Finger Players (TFP) was founded 
on 28th August 1999, and countless 
puppets have been built in our workshop 
to create the special brand of theatre that 
so many of our audiences have grown to 
love and support. Puppets inspire belief 
in us and our audience members, telling 
magnificent and magical stories while still 
providing a safe distance from difficult 
themes. Since our inception, we have told 
stories about life and death, war and pain, 
and we have even tackled challenging but 
essential topics like child sexual abuse, 
youth mindfulness and disability. 

We believe in puppets because we believe it births imagination 
and fantasy, creating worlds that we can safely exist in. 

In 2020, at the height of the Covid-19 pandemic, we spoke to the 
Makers and Designers of the puppets we have in TFP, to create 
the repository that is the Puppet Origin Stories – a humble effort 
to highlight the background, and the making and design history of 
these puppets. We hope that this can be a continued endeavour 
at TFP, and we hope that you can go on this journey with us. 

MAKE A
DONATION
------------------------------------------
TO CHAMPION A PUPPET 
THAT YOU FEEL AFFINITY 
FOR TODAY.
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CALLING FOR 
TWO NEW 
MAKERS

OPEN CALL FOR  
THE MAKERS' LAB 2023-2025

The Maker’s Lab is an initiative by  
The Finger Players (TFP) to nurture and 
grow builders and designers of puppets 
and objects. It was started in 2020 and 
has since seen three cycles. This year, 
The Maker’s Lab will embark on the 
next cycle with a slight revamp - to take 
in TWO new makers over the course 
of two years, who will be inducted 
into The Finger Player’s unique way of 
designing and constructing puppets in 
a scaffolded manner.

The Maker’s Lab aims to:
☝ Nurture budding Singaporean puppet makers 

and designers 
☝ Establish a culture of rigorous craft and artistry 

in the creative process
☝ Develop and promote puppetry and puppet-

making in Singapore 

INTERESTED
TO APPLY?
----------------------------------------------------
APPLICATIONS CLOSE  
31 MARCH 2023
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BREATHING 
OBJECTS: 
A SHARING 
SESSION

THE 
MAKER’S 
WORKSHOP: 
BUBBLE 
GADGETS

Session 
Information

Session 
Information

SAVE 
THE DATE

Every object has a life, and our commitment as a 
puppetry company is to share this unwavering belief in 
the inanimate with you. This two-part sharing session is 
for those who are new to puppetry, and those who’d like 
to re-discover their love for this art form. Participants will 
first be invited to create puppets from everyday objects 
in their bags, and be aware of the object’s materiality as 
a source of inspiration. The next part will be a sharing of 
bubbles and ephemerality, one of the key explorations in 
The Maker’s Lab 2022/2023, and is prominently featured in 
The Puppets Are Alright.

Bubbles are one of the key explorations in The Maker’s Lab 
2022/2023, and are prominently featured in The Puppets 
Are Alright. 

In this workshop, participants will build a bubble mouth 
mechanism, to be fitted within a simple puppet head 
structure. Participants will be introduced to the exploration 
and discoveries from The Maker’s Lab 2022/2023 - soap 
solutions, bubble gadgets, hacking ready-made toys, and 
the intricacies of puppet structures and mechanisms. 
Participants should expect to tinker with plastic parts and 
do simple woodworking. 

This workshop is led by Marilyn Ang, the maker of The 
Maker’s Lab 2022 cycle, and assisted by Daniel Sim, 
Programme Manager of The Maker’s Lab and a member of 
the Core Team of The Finger Players.

Date    Sat, 25 February 2023
Time    4.00pm – 6.00pm
Venue   Drama Centre Black Box Foyer
Ticket Price Free Registration
Instructors Myra Loke & Marilyn Ang

Date    Sat & Sun, 11 & 12 March 2023
Time    9.00am – 6.00pm
Venue   The Finger Players Workshop
Ticket Price $120 per pax 
     ($90 for students)
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https://fingerplayers.com/masterclass/breathing-objects-a-sharing-session/
https://fingerplayers.com/masterclass/the-puppets-are-alright-the-makers-workshop-bubble-gadgets/
https://peatix.com/event/3485038/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScl-mQzKZnBqyREtcwxWZ2V7Q65zedUQI7VO3Czov4ELC14oQ/viewform


THE FINGER PLAYERS
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